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DATA SHEET 

Extreme Networks Security Analytics 
G2 – X-Force Threat Intelligence

HIGHLIGHTS
• Automatically feeds X-Force data 

into Security Analytics Platform 

• Enrich SIEM threat analysis 
capabilities with up-to-the-minute 
data on Internet threats

• Leverage the additional threat 
context provided by Security 
X-Force Threat Intelligence to 
gain deeper insight and greater 
protection

• Prevent or minimize the impact 
of today’s complex and serious 
security attack

As security threats steadily increase in volume and sophistication, it’s becoming 

more challenging to identify the most serious ones. Users must correlate threat 

information from multiple sources to make more informed decisions about which 

security issues pose the biggest threats to their organizations. This is particularly 

true on today’s smarter planet, where instrumented, interconnected and intelligent 

businesses collect, process, use and store more information than ever before. With 

today’s large variety of incoming attacks, it can be extremely difficult to detect 

and analyze ever-changing threats—much less to turn collected threat data into 

actionable insights that consistently identify which threats are most dangerous.

A solid security foundation designed to meet this need is Extreme Networks 

Security Analytics portfolio, an integrated family of products that helps detect and 

defend against threats by applying sophisticated analytics to more types of data. 

In doing so, the platform helps identify high-priority incidents that might otherwise 

get lost in the noise. And you can extend these comprehensive analytics still further, 

using X-Force Threat Intelligence to augment security analytics capabilities by 

feeding it’s proprietary threat insights, including data on malware hosts, spam 

sources and anonymous proxies. Combining worldwide intelligence from X-Force 

with security information and event management (SIEM), log management, 

anomaly detection, and configuration and vulnerability management capabilities 

provides users with additional context on security incidents, helping improve 

prioritization of incidents that require additional examination—and enabling 

organizations to prevent or minimize damaging attacks.

Address Growing Security Threats Head On
Tens of thousands of malware samples are created every day, with new classes 

of threats continually added to and improved upon. Sophisticated hackers use 

polymorphic programs to alter malware into new form factors after each delivery. 

And all of this is exacerbated by the proliferation of mobile devices, cloud 

computing and virtualization—in fact, the intersection of these technologies 

provides fertile new ground for threats and malware.

In addition, today’s attacks are often not random, but targeted for maximum 

financial gain and impact. Rogue individuals and groups are constantly innovating 

new ways to attack organizations’ critical data. As a result, traditional methods of 

dealing with Internet threats are no longer enough. Organizations need visibility 

into a much wider range of threat data than ever before in order to protect 

themselves most effectively. Adding X-Force Threat Intelligence to the Security 

Analytics Platform can provide the extra intelligence required to go up against 

these modern-day threats.

Use dynamic X-Force data from IBM research & development with Extreme Networks 
Security Analytics products to detect the latest Internet threats 
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Channel the Power of X-Force
X-Force Threat Intelligence is much more than just a compilation 

of threat data. Behind it is the power of the IBM X-Force research 

and development team—one of the best-known commercial 

security research groups in the world. This team of security 

experts provides the foundation to Internet security by focusing 

their attention on researching and evaluating vulnerabilities and 

security issues, developing assessments and countermeasure 

technologies, and educating users about emerging Internet 

threats and trends. 

X-Force is instrumental in protecting users against the threat 

of attack because their knowledge base and data-collection 

methods are unmatched in the industry. From a vulnerability 

perspective, the team maintains and analyzes one of the world’s 

most comprehensive databases of known security vulnerabilities, 

with more than 70,000 entries, including detailed analyses of 

every notable public vulnerability disclosure since 1994. From a 

threat perspective, the team tracks billions of security incidents 

daily, monitors millions of spam and phishing attacks, and has 

analyzed billions of web pages and images. X-Force maintains 

a global research footprint that delivers unequaled security 

research and threat mitigation technology. In addition to relying 

on their own findings, the X-Force team collects data from 

multiple research sources, researching all publicly disclosed 

vulnerabilities, consuming commercial vulnerability data and 

monitoring the underground for zero-day vulnerabilities. It 

also collaborates with the world’s leading businesses and 

governments, vertical sector information sharing and analysis 

centers, global coordination centers, and other product 

vendors to provide complete data. Finally, from an engineering 

perspective, the team analyzes proof of concepts and public 

exploit code.

Enhance Security Analytics 
Capabilities with X-Force
X-Force Threat Intelligence leverages the X-Force research 

and development team’s skills and infrastructure to provide 

additional insight into and context for security situations that 

involve IP addresses of a suspicious nature. By categorizing 

IP addresses into segments such as malware hosts, spam 

sources and anonymous proxies, this IP reputation data can 

be incorporated into SIEM rules, offenses and events. This 

allows for capturing events more quickly and accurately than 

previously possible, as well as for capturing them in a way that 

provides additional understanding for further analysis. 

X-Force IP reputation data is constantly updated and 

maintained, and the content in these feeds are given relative 

threat scoring. This enables SIEM users to prioritize incidents 

and offenses generated through this content. The data from 

these intelligence sources is automatically incorporated into the 

SIEM correlation and analysis functions and serves to greatly 

enrich its threat detection capabilities with up-to-the-minute 

Internet threat data. Any security event or network activity 

data seen involving these addresses is automatically flagged, 

adding valuable context to security incident analyses and 

investigations. Using X-Force Threat Intelligence with Security 

Analytics Platform is simple and fast—once users have added 

these threat insights they will immediately begin receiving 

advanced threat data automatically and seamlessly.

The X-Force research and development team inspects millions of new and updated Internet sites every day, collects information, categorizes content 
and identifies those sites that pose a security danger to an organization. Using X-Force Threat Intelligence with Security Analytics Platform provides 
valuable capabilities such as frequent security updates, in-house analytics, confidence ranking and comprehensive coverage
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Ordering Information
PART NUMBER NAME DESCRIPTION

89149 SIEMG2-IPR-aEVP-SS Extreme Networks Security IP Reputation Feed for SIEM G2 EVP 1 year Subscription License

89150 SIEMG2-IPR-vEVP-SS Extreme Networks Security IP Reputation Feed for SIEM G2 EVP Virtual 1 year Subscription License

89151 SIEMG2-IPR-aFLP-SS Extreme Networks Security IP Reputation Feed for SIEM G2 FLP 1 year Subscription License

89152 SIEMG2-IPR-vFLP-SS Extreme Networks Security IP Reputation Feed for SIEM G2 FLP Virtual 1 year Subscription License

89153 SIEMG2-IPR-CEP-SS Extreme Networks Security IP Reputation Feed for SIEM G2 Combined EVP/FLP 1 year Subscription License

89154 SIEMG2-IPR-APL-SS Extreme Networks Security IP Reputation Feed for SIEM G2 All-In-One or Console 1 year Subscription 
License

89155 SIEMG2-IPR-VIR-SS Extreme Networks Security IP Reputation Feed for SIEM G2 All-In-One or Console Virtual 1 year Subscription 
License

89149 SIEMG2-IPR-aEVP-SS Extreme Networks Security IP Reputation Feed for SIEM G2 EVP 1 year Subscription License

Warranty
As a customer-centric company, Extreme Networks is 

committed to providing quality products and solutions. In 

the event that one of our products fails due to a defect, we 

have developed a comprehensive warranty that protects you 

and provides a simple way to get your products repaired or 

media replaced as soon as possible.

Service & Support
Extreme Networks provides comprehensive service offerings that 

range from Professional Services to design, deploy and optimize 

customer networks, customized technical training, to service and 

support tailored to individual customer needs.

http://ExtremeNetworks.com/contact

